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Buy Now

We have 45,000 LP502030-PCM-NTC-LD-A02554 - EEMB - Lithium Battery Rectangular 3.7V 250mAh Rechargeable in 
stock now. Starting at $0.034. This EEMB part is fully warrantied and traceable.
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Pibow 3 B+ (Raspberry Pi 3 B+,
3, & 2)
Pibow. The most stylish, add-on friendly, and
protective case for the Raspberry Pi 3 B+!

We've redesigned Pibow to be compatible with the Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3,

and 2. Due to changes in the layout of the Raspberry Pi 3 B+, older Pibows

(ones with a 3/2/B+ label) will not work ideally with Raspberry Pi 3 B+!

Features
Compatible with Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3, and 2

Fully HAT-compatible

Works great with standoffs!

Protects your beloved Pi!

Now includes a free extension layer

Etched port markings and cable escapes

Rainbow – Pibow 3 B+
(Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3, &
2)
Pibow. The most stylish, add-on friendly, and protective
case for the Raspberry Pi 3 B+! Read more...

PIM339  In stock  5 reviews

Select model

Log in to add this product to your wishlist.

AMAZING REVIEWS
Thousands of 5-star reviews

FREE UK SHIPPING
for orders over – from worldwide

PIMORONI PROMISE
30-day money-back guarantee

SAME DAY SHIPPING
Just place your order before 2PM

Search for a product...
Your cart is empty

VIEW YOUR CART

MORE...
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RASPBERRY PI MICRO:BIT ARDUINO & CO. KITS BREAKOUTS PROTO TOOLS KIDS NEW!
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Clear top and base leave Raspberry Pi visible

Leaves all ports accessible

Made from lightweight, high-quality, cast acrylic

Great for hacking and tinkering!

Made in Sheffield, UK

Crafted out of ten unique layers, including a transparent top and base, that

leave your beautiful Pi visible inside. Each layer is laser-cut from colourful,

high-quality, cast acrylic and once stacked they securely contain a

Raspberry Pi 3 B+, 3, or 2, while leaving the primary ports, including the

camera port, and display port accessible.

Weighing just over 90 grams, the case is lightweight and ideal for

mounting to any surface. No tools are required for assembly or

disassembly. The dimensions are: 99x66x30mm (WxLxH, not including

bolt heads and nuts).
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12 Reviews

WRITE A REVIEW

Didier Faure 

7 days ago

Anonymous 

Colors were crisp and all layers ined up well. It holds the Pi firmly in place.

The screws however are made of paletic and do give if you try to tighten it

too tightly which is ok in my books as the acrylic will not break.

22 days ago

Matt Burke 

Great case! Really good design and provides solid protection for your Pi!

26 days ago

Alessandro … 

Sturdy and versatile case. I wish there was a top layer for the full height

version to accomodate a fan, not just the coupé.

36 days ago

Joe Zehnder 

39 days ago
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